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By SARAH RAMIREZ

Amid the COVID-19 pandemic and evolving consumer expectations, some brands struggled to offer valuable
customer experiences and consumers did not hesitate to share praise or frustration towards brands online.

According to an analysis by social listening analytics platform Brandwatch, consumers are more likely to express
positive emotions towards brands in sectors such as entertainment, hotels, retail or fashion than categories such as
health or airlines. Brands in retail and entertainment earned the largest share of joyful online discussion in 2020, a
result of providing in-demand products and services while offering high-quality customer experiences.

Brandwatch analyzed 130 million English-language public mentions of almost 600 brands from 2020. The mentions
were sourced from Twitter, Reddit, Facebook, Instagram and review sites and include first-person pronouns that
suggested personal experiences with the discussed brand.

Social listening
For the analysis, social mentions were categorized as expressing joy, fear, disgust, surprise, sadness or anger.

While no sector had a share of joyful mentions at or above 50 percent, entertainment, hotels, retail, fashion,
automotive and financial services did have at least a quarter of social mentions classified as "joy."
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Consumers  took to online media to share their anticipation for travel. Image credit: Four Seasons  Hotels  & Resorts

However, financial services as well as airlines and consumer tech were among the sectors that had angry mentions
exceeding 25 percent of all brand mentions.

The reasons for the range of emotions differed across categories as well.

Although consumers' eagerness to return to travel drove positive conversations around both airlines and hotels, this
was outpaced by the negativity associated with social media mentions about refunds during the course of the
pandemic.

Similarly, mentions about alcohol also tended to be forward thinking, with consumers anticipating having drinks
with friends in the future or other celebratory occasions. Negativity peaked in April 2020, when the most stringent U.S.
lockdowns were in effect.

In the automotive sector, positive social mentions were more likely to be aspirational while negative comments
focused on customer care and service centers.

Emotions around fashion brands were complex, although influencers and K-Pop stars featured prominently in
positive conversations. Many negative mentions touched on money, with shoppers expressing desire for
unattainable pieces laments that may be seen as net positive for luxury brands building a sense of exclusivity.

K-pop girl group Blackpink for sportswear brand Adidas . Image credit: Adidas

For retail, positive mentions revolved around support for small businesses and rediscovery of hobbies such as
reading. However, consumers also did not hesitate to vent when retailers were unable to meet expectations due to
inventory or fulfillment issues.

Pop culture and trending shows, movies or albums drove the most positive social mentions about entertainment,
despite consumers complaining about subscription prices and being overwhelmed with options.

Amazon factor
Brandwatch also revealed the best brands for customer experience, based on which brands received at least
200,000 joyful social mentions and the highest percentage of positive conversation compared to the other emotions.

Ecommerce marketplace Etsy, which focuses on handmade or vintage goods, took the top spot, followed by audio
streaming platform Spotify and ecommerce giant Amazon.

In particular, Amazon benefitted from its robust online shopping offerings and other services, including its
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streaming platform. Amazon Prime, the platform's optional paid subscription program, gives members access to
two-day shipping, music and video streaming, e-books and other benefits.

Amazon is a dominant force in ecommerce and retail, but changes at the company are likely when a new chief
executive takes the helm later this year.

Founder Jeff Bezos is stepping down as Amazon CEO in the third quarter and will be replaced by Andy Jassy, who is
currently the CEO of Amazon Web Services. Retail experts see this as indication that the company may focus on
further building out its cloud services, despite an outsized presence in ecommerce ranging from Luxury Stores to
Prime Wardrobe and Style by Alexa (see story).

With the 2020 debut of Luxury Stores, Amazon is also looking to engage high-end brands while offering a more
exclusive and upscale customer experience.

Luxury Stores is currently available by invitation-only to select Prime subscribers in the U.S. The new ecommerce
destination allows luxury brands, including Oscar de la Renta, La Mer and Elie Saab, to leverage Amazon's vast
reach of customers and technological capabilities (see story).
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